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Abstract
Arrhenius condition has been broadly utilized as a model of the temperature impact on the rate compound responses
and organic procedure. Hence, our aim of this article is to examine the effects of chemical reaction and activation energy
on a Carreau nanoliquid in a permeable surface. For thermal and mass transport curiosities, the cumulative upgrade of
convective type condition and zero mass transition have been considered. The overseeing sets of partial differential
equations are rendered into coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations. The arrangement of the subsequent
ordinary differential equations is acquired with the assistance of the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg-fourth-fifth order (RKF-45)
procedure. The influence of relevant parameters and physical quantities is investigated. The results show that the pres-
ence of reaction rate and energy activation term decelerates the temperature and concentration gradients.
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Introduction

In design of modern applications, activation vitality is
pervasive and has been inspected extensively. The appli-
cation incorporates geothermal storage, compound
building, transportation structures and others. In per-
spective of these applications, Awad et al.1 examined
the heat and mass transport in time dependent rotating
flow with the influence of energy activation and chemi-
cal rate. Shafique et al.2 explored the chemical rate and
energy activation in flow of Maxwell liquid under rotat-
ing system. Mustafa et al.3 considered the magnetohy-
drodynamics (MHD) flow of nanofluid in vertical
direction with substance response and activation vital-
ity. Zeeshan et al.4 completed an examination of initia-
tion vitality in Couette–Poiseuille stream of nanofluid
with convective boundary conditions. After this activ-
ity, the agents gave careful consideration enactment
vitality over an alternate surface.5–10

In the design of mechanical applications, non-
Newtonian fluids are used extensively. These liquids
have a nonlinear connection between shear pressure
and rate of strain in rheology and between thermal

stream and temperature angle in thermodynamics.
Specifically, shear impacts are noteworthy in thermal
exchange of non-Newtonian liquids. Because of stream
decent variety, a solitary numerical model cannot fuse
all the rheological liquid properties. Kothandapani
et al.11 explored the peristaltic transport of a MHD
Carreau liquid in a decreased uneven channel with
penetrable dividers. Khan et al.12 considered the MHD
stream of Carreau liquid over a convective surface
within the sight of nonlinear radiation. Khan and
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Alshomrani13 studied MHD effects on Carreau liquid
under convective conditions in free stream velocity.
Khan14 examined the Cattaneo–Christov heat flux
model in a Carreau liquid over a slandering sheet.
Since non-Newtonian nanofluids are recent develop-
ment in heat source liquids, few studies have been done
to date.15–27

Convective flows have been the primary point of
research for some recent exploratory and numerical
examinations due to their applications in building and
industry including—skim glass, cooling of electronic
frameworks, assembling and metal cementing forms.
Sheikholeslami et al.28 considered the two-phase model
to study the impact of radiation and magnetic field on
a nanofluid. Umavathi et al.29 incorporated the Darcy–
Forchheimer–Brinkman model to examine the move-
ment of nanofluid in a vertical rectangular pipe. Do
et al.30 present the time-dependent Darcy–Forchheimer
nanofluid with the effect of Navier slip condition.
Haldar et al.31 examined a Casson liquid over an expo-
nentially contracting penetrable sheet. Since chemical
response is an ongoing improvement, it has been done
on their combination.32–38

It is seen that activation energy can be seen as energy
wall that separates two minima of potential energy
which must be overcome by reactants to start a chemi-
cal reaction. The primary reason for the present article
is to consider the impact of the initiation of chemical
reaction and activation energy on a Carreau nanofluid
across a porous surface. The governing conditions are
solved through the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg-fourth-fifth
order (RKF-45) system. The behavior of all the various
physical parameters on the velocity field, temperature
field and concentration field are shown graphically and
briefly discussed.

Modeling of the problem

Here, we first considered steady flow and the incom-
pressible Carreau nanoliquid flow past a permeable sur-
face. The flow takes place in y. 0; the velocity of the
sheet is uw(x)= bx, b. 0 and x-axis is taken along the
sheet as shown in Figure 1. The constitutive model of
the equation is (Hayat et al.21)

t = h‘ + h0 � h‘ð Þ 1+ l2 _gð Þ2
� �(n�1)

2

� �
_g ð1Þ

where t is for the stress tensor, h‘ is for the infinite
shear rate viscosity, h0 is for the zero shear rate viscos-
ity, l2 is for the constant time and n is for the non-
dimensional power law index. _g is expressed as
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where P is the strain rate tensor of second invariant. If
h‘ =0, equation (1) may be written as

t = h0ð Þ 1+ l2 _gð Þ2
� �(n�1)

2
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_g ð3Þ

From equation (3), the governing equations for two-
dimensional Carreau nanoliquid of continuity, momen-
tum, heat and mass transfer can be defined as (Mustafa
et al.3 and Khan et al.6)
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The following imposed conditions of the model are

u= uw xð Þ, v= vw, k
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Figure 1. Geometry of the flow configuration.
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where u and v are the velocity components which are
represented in x and y directions. l2 is the time con-
stant, T is the liquid temperature, C is the liquid con-
centration, r is the fluid density, Cp is the specific heat,
hf is the convective heat transport coefficient, Tf is the
hot fluid temperature, DB is the Brownian diffusion
coefficient, DT is the thermophoresis diffusion coeffi-
cient, vw . 0 denotes as injection and vw \ 0 denotes as
suction. The third term on the RHS of equation (7)
denotes a modified Arrhenius formula in which k2r is
the rate of reaction, Ea is the activation energy, k is the
Boltzmann constant and m is the dimensionless rate
constant with the range �1\m\ 1.

Implementing the Rosseland approximation, defin-
ing qr as (Khan et al.6)
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and using equation (9) in equation (7), we get
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To obtain the similarity result, we use the following
variables
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where T=T‘(1+ (uw � 1)u(h)), and uw =Tf=T‘,
uw . 1 is the thermal ratio parameter.

Applying equation (11) in equations (4), (5), (7), (10)
and (8), one can have
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where the dimentionless numbers in equations (12)–
(15) are l= l2

2a
2 for the material parameter,

Nr(= (16s�T3
‘)=3kk

�) for the radiation parameter,
Nb(= (tDBC‘)=n) for the Brownian movement,
Nt(= (tDT(Tf � T‘))=nT‘) for the thermophoresis
number, Pr (= n=a) for the Prandtl number,
Sc (= n=DB) for the Schmidt number, s(= k2r=b) for the
reaction rate, d(= (Tf � T‘)=T‘) for the temperature
difference, E(=Ea=kT‘) for activation energy,
Bi(= (hf=k)(n=b)

1=2) for the Biot number and
S= � (vw=

ffiffiffiffiffi
bn
p

) for the mass transfer parameter.
Finally the expression of drag friction (Cf), the local

Nusselt number (Nu) and the Sherwood number (Sh)
are written as
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where Rex = uwx=n for the local Reynolds number.

Computational technique

The strong ordinary equations (12)–(14) with the
condition equation (15) are explored by applying the
fourth- and fifth-order RKF method (see Thammanna
et al.32)

Calculation of the solution is as follows:

Fourth-order Runge–Kutta method
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We first convert the given system into first-order dif-
ferential equations
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0
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The above problem is solved by guessing the
missing initial values using the shooting technique. For
this computation, we choose the parameter values
l=2, Sc=0:5, Nb=Nt=0:3, Nr= Pr =3, Bi=0:5,

s = d = E = 1, m= 0:2, n = 2, uw =1:2, h=0:1
and tolerance=10�6.

Result and discussion

The ideal view of the physical issue is talked about in
this segment. The noticeable attributes of the effect of
assortment of nanofluids on velocity, temperature and
concentration increase are assessed through graphical
portrayal of numerical information and tables. Figures
2–20 represent the fluid flow, temperature and concen-
tration profiles. Also Table 1 represents the validation
with the already published work Hayat et al.21 The out-
comes depict an outstanding association between the
results. Further the statistical values of
f 00(0), f0(0) and u0(0) are presented in Tables 2 and 3.
It is noted that f 00(0) reduces for higher estimation of
l, n, and for other parameters like Nr, uw, Bi, Nb, Nt,
Sc, s, E, the values of f 00(0) does not change; this indi-
cates that f 00(0) belongs to l, n. On the other hand
f0(0) is decreases with the larger of Sc, s, Nb, Nr, uw

but opposite behavior for Bi, Nt, E, l, n. While u0(0)
is enhanced for l, n, Bi, s, E but reverse trends for
Nr, uw, Nt, Sc. It is interesting to note that u0(0) val-
ues is constant for Nb.

The effects of l and n on local CfRe
1=2
x for both the

injection and the suction case are demonstrated in
Figure 2. It illustrates that the local CfRe

1=2
x decays for

both the injection and the suction case by higher n and
We. Figure 3 illustrates the effects of l and n on
�NuRe�(1=2)x for both the injection and the suction case.
It shows that �NuRe�(1=2)x increases for higher values of

l and n. The effects of Nb and Nt on �NuRe�(1=2)x are
established in Figure 4. It shows that �NuRe�(1=2)x

decreases for both the injection and the suction case for
large values of Nb and Nt. The effects of Sc and E on
�NuRe�(1=2)x for both the injection and the suction case
are demonstrated in Figure 5. One can see from this fig-
ure that larger values of Sc and E increase �NuRe�(1=2)x .
Figures 6 and 7 establish the influence of l versus n and
Sc versus E on �ShRe�(1=2)x for both the injection and
the suction cases. It is clear that �ShRe�(1=2)x enhances
for higher values of l versus n, while an opposite trend
is observed in �ShRe�(1=2)x for enhanced values of Sc
verses E.

Figure 8 demonstrates the influence of l on f0(h) for
both suction and injection. It shows that an increase in
l enhances f0(h), and hence, the associated thickness of
the boundary layer is also enhanced for both the suc-
tion and the injection case. Furthermore, the enhance-
ment of velocity is greater in the injection case when
compared with the suction case. Figure 9 displays the
variations in the concentration fields due to the power
law index for both suction and injection. From this fig-
ure, we observed that the dimensionless velocity
increases for both the suction and the injection with
increasing values of the power law index.

Figure 10 establishes the influence of Nr on the
u and f fields for both injection and suction. The
dimensionless u increases in both injection and suction
as Nr rise, while an opposite trend is observed in the f

field. Correspondingly, an interrelated thickness of
solutal layer decays for enhanced values of Nr.
Physically, it fortifies the way that more temperature is
delivered due to the radiation procedure for which the
radiation parameter is expanded.

The impact of uw on the u field is presented in
Figure 11. It is observed that the u field and its associ-
ated thermal boundary layer thickness are enhanced by
increasing uw. This phenomenon occurs because the uw

parameter describes the fluid thermal state, and with
the increase of this parameter, the temperature also
increases. The impact of Bi on the u field is shown in
Figure 12. The dimensionless u field increases with
increasing values of Bi. Moreover, on the off chance
that the Biot number is more noteworthy than 0–5; at
that point, heat convection through the surface is snap-
pier than warmth conduction and the temperature
angles are huge. An expansion in the Biot number
decreases the conductivity of the liquid because of
which the u field is improved.

Table 1. Validation with Hayat et al. of skin friction coefficient
for different estimation of S.

S l Skin friction coefficient

Hayat et al.21 Present

0.0 0.4 0.991339 0.981601
0.3 0.4 1.15760 1.15677
0.6 0.4 1.34872 1.34865
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Table 2. For suction, statistical values of f 00(0), f0(0) and u0(0) with Pr = 3, d = 1, m = 0:2.

l n Nr uw Bi Nb Nt Sc s E �f 00(0) f0(0) �u0(0)

1 2 3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 1 0.623367 0.164627 0.164627
2 0.546887 0.172186 0.172186
3 0.499701 0.177748 0.177748
2 1 3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 1 0.780800 0.153731 0.153731

2 0.546887 0.172186 0.172186
3 0.408051 0.185957 0.185957

2 2 1 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 1 0.546887 0.211253 0.211253
2 0.546887 0.189827 0.189827
3 0.546887 0.172186 0.172186

2 2 3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 1 0.546887 0.172186 0.172186
1.4 0.546887 0.151343 0.151343
1.6 0.546887 0.13051 0.130510

2 2 3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 1 0.546887 0.172186 0.172186
1 0.546887 0.201214 0.201214
1.5 0.546887 0.212498 0.212498

2 2 3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 1 0.546887 0.172186 0.172186
0.5 0.546887 0.103311 0.172186
0.7 0.546887 0.073794 0.172186

2 2 3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 1 0.546887 0.172186 0.172186
0.5 0.546887 0.284383 0.170629
0.7 0.546887 0.394439 0.169045

2 2 3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 1 0.546887 0.172186 0.172186
0.8 0.546887 0.171699 0.171699
1 0.546887 0.171469 0.171469

2 2 3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 0 1 0.546887 0.173660 0.173660
0.5 0.546887 0.172791 0.172795
1 0.546887 0.172186 0.172186

2 2 3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 0 0.546887 0.171411 0.171411
0.5 0.546887 0.171814 0.171814
1 0.546887 0.172186 0.172186

Table 3. For injection, statistical values of f 00(0), f0(0) and u0(0) with Pr = 3, d = 1, m = 0:2.

l n Nr uw Bi Nb Nt Sc s E �f 00(0) f0(0) �u0(0)

1 2 3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 1 0.933097 0.280583 0.280583
2 0.816211 0.284361 0.284361
3 0.761621 0.288361 0.288361
2 1 3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 1 1.280777 0.273812 0.273812

2 0.816211 0.284361 0.284361
3 0.516932 0.292899 0.292899

2 2 1 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 1 0.816211 0.356633 0.356633
2 0.816211 0.316253 0.316253
3 0.816211 0.284361 0.284361

2 2 3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 1 0.816211 0.284361 0.284361
1.4 0.816211 0.260290 0.260290
1.6 0.816211 0.231887 0.231887

2 2 3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 1 0.816211 0.284361 0.284361
1 0.816211 0.379256 0.379256
1.5 0.816211 0.422239 0.422239

2 2 3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 1 0.816211 0.284361 0.284361
0.5 0.816211 0.170616 0.284361
0.7 0.816211 0.121869 0.284361

2 2 3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 1 0.816211 0.284361 0.284361
0.5 0.816211 0.471870 0.283122
0.7 0.816211 0.657681 0.281863

2 2 3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 1 0.816211 0.284361 0.284361
0.8 0.816211 0.283828 0.283828
1 0.816211 0.283560 0.283560

2 2 3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 0 1 0.816211 0.284396 0.284396
0.5 0.816211 0.284377 0.284377
1 0.816211 0.284361 0.284361

2 2 3 1.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.5 1 0 0.816211 0.284168 0.284168
0.5 0.816211 0.284286 0.284286
1 0.816211 0.284361 0.284361
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Figure 13 elucidates the effect of Nb on the f field.
A reduction in the f field is obtained for larger values
of the Nb parameter. Correspondingly, the thickness of
the boundary layer exhibits the same behavior as that
of the nanoparticle concentration profile. This is
because of the larger Brownian motion of the sus-
pended particle, due to its increment in its correspond-
ing parameter. In the boundary layer region, Nt plays a
vital role on the f field. This effect is captured in
Figure 14. From this figure, it is clear that for gradually
increasing values of Nt, concentration profile is
increased. Physically, the thermophoretic number is a
force that one particle exerts on the other particle, due
to which particles in the hotter region are moved to the

colder region. As a result an activity in the concentra-
tion is noted.

Figure 15 visualizes the impact of Sc on the f field.
It is observed that an increment in the Sc causes an
reduction in the f field. Correspondingly, the interre-
lated thickness of the solutal boundary layer decreases
by the uplifting values of Sc. It is interpreted that large
values of Sc decreases the solute diffusivity. Figure 16
displays variations in the concentration fields due to
the s parameter. It is observed that the dimensionless
f field declines for the increasing values of s.
Furthermore, the solutal boundary layer thickness
decreases by the increasing values of s. Figure 17

Figure 2. Influence of l and n on Cf Re1=2
x .

Figure 3. Influence of l and n on �NuRe�(1=2)
x .

Figure 4. Influence of Nb and Nt on �NuRe�(1=2)
x .

Figure 5. Influence of E and Sc on �NuRe�(1=2)
x .
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Figure 6. Influence of l and n on �ShRe�(1=2)
x .

Figure 7. Influence of Sc and E on �ShRe�(1=2)
x .

Figure 8. Influence of l on f 0.

Figure 9. Influence of n on f 0.

Figure 10. Influence of Nr on u and f.

Figure 11. Influence of uw on u.
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Figure 12. Influence of Bi on u.

Figure 13. Influence of Nb on f.

Figure 14. Influence of Nt on f.

Figure 15. Influence of Sc on f.

Figure 16. Influence of s on f.

Figure 17. Influence of E on f.
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visualizes the behavior of the f field due to variation in
the E parameter is presented. From this figure, we can
see that higher values of E decay the f field and the
corresponding thickness of the solutal boundary layer.

Finally, we have plotted the streamlines pattern at
S=0:0, 0:2, and � 0:2 as presented in Figures 18–20.

Conclusion

The important findings of the present study are listed
below:

� Escalating the values of l and n enhances the f0

field;
� Enhanced values of Nr enhance the u field and

decay the f field;
� Thermal layer thickness enhances for the rising val-

ues of uw;
� The temperature field boosts for rising values of Bi;
� The concentration field decays for higher Sc and s;
� The solutal layer thickness enhances for enhancing

values of E and Nt.
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